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This study aid uses a checklist format to lead students through questions they need to ask and

issues they need to address, to fully evaluate the agency, partnership, or corporations problem they

are trying to solve. It also synthesizes the material in a way that most students are unable to do on

their own, and organizes the critical issues, presenting a clear guide to analyzing business

associations issues that students can draw upon when writing their exams. Other study aids provide

sample problems, but this book offers a systematic approach to problem solving.
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If you prefer to read a short, susinct book rather than a dry outline with bullets, I believe this one

may be for you. This book is filled with explanatory paragraphs that are puntuated by information

bullets and tips. There is also a helpful summary at the end of each chapter. I understood nothing

and this explained everything including all the nuances/differences I should remember. It also tells

you when to refer to your specific state law so you don't waste your time on general statements. I

was able to read this in 2 days, and I made an A- in my business associations class.

I bought this book because I was totally lost in my Bus Ass class. I just needed a general overview

so that I could see how everything fit together, get some black letter law, and some real-life

examples. After reading / outlining this book, I totally understand the course now.Is not a substitute

for paying attention / reading in your class but helps so that you can follow class discussion and

understand cases better.



I always enjoy reading different sources or statements of the law to broaden my knowledge. The

first half of this book provides a tremendous, concise review of LLCs and partnerships, however,

there is less about corporations than I would prefer. The latter half of the book is inapplicable to my

course curriculum.

You MUST buy this book. I don't care what casebook you're using, or how amazing your professor

is. This book is like the Glannon Guide when you took Crim Law; it is the holy grail of study aids

when it comes to BA.

Seriously helped me pass my BA class because I had no idea what was going on. Would definitely

recommend this book if you're having difficulty understanding the concepts or just not interested in

BA. It breaks it down for you really well. At my law school, this is the book everyone recommends

you to buy over any other supplement.

Pretty clear, though I think it could be more comprehensive. Perhaps best as a starting point from

where you can try and fill in obvious gaps surrounding the stuff your class covered in more depth. If

you're taking a more in depth law and business type course this might be too insubstantial.

The Acing series were my go-to since Civ Pro in 1L. I hardly paid attention in my business

associations class and just studied this book intensely before finals. Ended up AmJur'ing that class

(highest grade) and TAing for the professor the following semester.

The usefulness of of this will depend on your particular class and professor. This is fine if you need

broad brush strokes, but it doesn't get into the weeds nearly as much as I'd like in a supplement. I

will also say I found what I think were some errors in the law, and as some have mentioned, many

typos. If I did it again, I would probably buy a nutshell instead.
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